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F oposed budget
hikes tuition

I.

By Shelby Wright

I.

AlL freshmen get top grades: these number-one students ruined their
image last semester when they achieved the highest living group GPA for their
class. We'll never make Playboy again.

Program colors break
By Scott Anderson

by President Phibbs.
President Phibbs himself had nothing
Kaleidoscope '87 got underway to a but praise for Kaleidoscope.
successful beginning two weeks ago
"1 had great fun, and I hope the
with about 30 students returning from students enjoyed it as much as I did, he
winter break early to attend a variety of said. The students I talked to seemed to
cultural and recreational seminars.
enjoy the program. I think the
Between January 15-18, students and opportunity to teach outside of the
staff joined seminars that had from two regular classroom and study
to six participants.
unconventional subjects is a valuable
"The program was on a small scale," experience."
said Kaleidoscope Coordinator Yumi
Dr. Phibbs added that he hoped the
Kawaji, "but it really worked out well. program will continue next year and
There were no more than six people to more students and staff will participate,
each class, and that kept it personal and noting also that as more people join,
informal. It wasn't like a regular some of them may want to create new
classroom lecture. There was more time courses and activities.
for interaction among everybody."
Junior Lisa North shared Dr. Phibbs'
Among the seminars offered were sentiments. North signed up for three
flealthwise: flow To Be Your Own
seminars, including Bread and Etiquette,
Doctor, Creative Photography, Bread and and said she enjoyed all of them, and she
Etiquette, Late Night Sushi and
would like to have taken more.
Chopsticks, Some Infamous Desserts,
"I think the greatest thing would be to
Origami- -Japanese Paper Folding, have more staff and faculty participate,"
Protest Music of the 60's and 80's, and she said, "because the ones who did
Doughnuts, Do Nots, and Do's: - The
Politics of a College Presidency, taught see KALEIDOSCOPE page 2
I
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Tuition
what you

As senators and concerned students
arrived for the first formal senate meeting
of the term, there was a "braced for
battle" atomosphere in Union 101.
The proposed budget was presented,
including a 9.6% tuition increase and a
5.37% overall faculty compensation
increase.
Dean of Faculty Tom Davis previewed
the Budget Task Force's report to an
audience of about 30 students.
Formed in 1974 by President Phibbs,
the task force is comprised of two
students, two faculty members, and two
university staff members.
According to Budget Task Force
student member Bill Finley, requests
from various university departments and
organizations are evaluated on the basis
of projected student enrollment, long
range financial goals, and current
priorities.
Korey Johnson, the second Budget
Task Force student representative,
presented the 87-88 budget figures.
Not surprisingly, tuition is the major
source of revenue for the university,
while faculty and staff compensation is
the largest expense.
Regarding the 5.37% increase in
faculty compensation, Johnson stressed

the importance of attracting quality
instructors.
In raw dollar amounts, proposed
financial aid represents a $709,000
increase from 86-87, while tuition
revenues will increase by $1,964,000.
Another large increase, $208,000
(about 28%), is for Buildings and
Equipment.
Senator Lisa Davenport asked how
much of that fund would be used to
create handicapped access to academic
buildings. The answer: none.
Property and liability insurance and
computer maintenance are among
expenses covered by the Buildings and
Grounds allocations.
Johnson's presentation proceeded
smoothly until he presented a table
comparing UPS tuition to other
northwest universities and announced
that the task force had set a five-year goal
to catch up with Lewis and Clark's
tuition fees.
Those attending Lewis and Clark paid
$1160 more than Puget Sound students
in 1986-87.
Senator Ken Miller drew relieved
laughter and applause when he queried,
"Why do we need to catch up?"
Johnson responded with an analogy:

see BUDGET page 3
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The University's budget will increase 2 million dollars in the coming year.
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Kaleidoscope

continued from front page-

seemed to really enjoy the interaction
with the students. I also hope more
students will sign up for next year."
Kaleidoscope was the pet project of
former ASUPS Senator and 1986
graduate Stephanie Marshall. Further

planning of the program was completed
by Kawaji after Marshall graduated.
Kaleidoscope seminars are open to all
UPS students, staff, and alumni, and the
program is slated to be continued next
year.
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Compiled by Rich Waymire
Rebel soldiers, loyal to former President Ferdinand Marcos, siezed an independent
television station in Manila. They were surrounded immediately by forces loyal to
Aquino and were ordered to surrender. As of Wednesday evening they were still
resisting. Tear gas was fired into the building, and negotiations are still in progress.

Compiled by Nathan Harrison
SCHOLARSHIP SEMINARS TO BE HELD ON CAMPUS
Come pick up pointers on the "how", "when", "where" and "why" of scholarship
strategy on Monday, February 2 at 2:00 pm and Tuesday, February 3 at 3:00 pm.
Meetings will be held in the SUB, room 108, and will last a maximum of one
hour. This could be your year to receive a scholarship.
SKI PARADISE
Join U.P.S. Outdoor Programs for a day of Cross-Crountry skiing at Mount
Rainier's Paradise this Sunday, February 1st. The cost will be $5 to help cover
the van rental fees (transportation is provided). Bring ski equipment and a sack
lunch. (The Expeditionary has inexpensive equipment rentals.) Call the Outhaus
at 756-4038 to reserve your spot.
FAITH
Comm University '87 starts February 1st at P.L.U. Faith-oriented short courses
on a variety of topics will be presented Sunday afternoons in February. Register
now in the Chaplain's Office.
FREE CONCERT
The 1st Sundays Concert Series presents Paul Dolejsi February 1st at 6pm in
Kilworth Chapel. Dolejsi's concert will feature original songs of nature and
spirituality. Free admission and refreshments.
SCHALORSHIPS AVAILABLE
SLATER AWARD of $2,000 for project of student's choice. Contact your
department chairperson. Deadline: March 13, 1987.
JUNIORS, others interested in applying for 1988 RHODES, MARSHALL,
FULBRIGHT, MELLON scholarships are required to complete practice
applications this semester in order to apply in the Fall. For applications,
information, call Jannie Meisberger, #3578, Howarth 103.
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CALLING ALL ENGINEERS!

1 The fourth annual Engineering Lecture Series will begin on February 3rd at 4pm
L in Thompson Hall, room 142. These lectures, sponsored by the Engineering
Advisory Committee, are directed toward students who are investigating a career
in engineering. The informal format features speakers from local companies
discussing their education, professional experiences, and present employment,
with questions and open discussion encouraged. Watch the bulletin boards in
Thompson Hall and elsewhere on campus for schedules and future speaker
information. For more information call Linda Critchiow at x3814 or stop by
Thompson 130.
HEALTHY SCHOLARSHIPS
Washington state residents planning health careers may apply for one of twelve
S 1000 scholarships to be awarded for the 1987-88 school year by the Auxiliary
of Group Health Cooperative. Students in fields such as nursing, physical
therapy, and pharmacy may apply. Requests for applications should be sent to
Scholarship Chair, Auxiliary of Group Health Cooperative, do J. Sims,
Hospital Administration, Group Health Cooperative, D-635, 200-15th Ave.
East, Seattle, WA 98112. Requests must be accompanied with a self-addressed,
business-size, stamped envelope. Completed applications must be received by
Feb. 9.

President Reagan gave his State of the Union address Tuesday. His major themes
were his support for SD!, the Contras, and better relations with the Soviets. He
faulted Congress for cutting his defense requests. He stopped short of apologizing
for the Iran arms sale, conceding it was his one and only "major regret."
It appears that Anglican Church envoy Terry Waite has been taken hostage this
week. Eleven foreigners have been taken in the past few days. These hostages have
all been abducted in West Beirut, possibly in response to the arrest of a terrorist in
West Germany. In a related incident, two full carrier battle groups are remaining in
the Mediterranean until further notice.
A large civil rights march occured in Forsyth County, Georgia last Saturday.
Over 20,000 people showed up for the event, more than half of them white. Such
famous people as Coretta Scott King, the widow of Martin Luther King, Jr., and
Rev. Joseph Lowery, president of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference
spoke at the rally.
Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev urged the Communist central party to allow
for more realistic elections which would allow citizens "more effective and real
participation." These changes included unlimited numbers of nominations for top
party candidates and secret ballots instead of a show of hands at party meetings.

Be Fair -- Volunteer
By Tom Koontz
Thirty to thirty-five representatives
from local and international non-profit
organizations will be on hand next
Thursday for the annual Volunteer Fair.
The event, sponsored by the
Community Volunteer Center (CVC), is
slated for 11 am to 2 pm in the Rotunda,
with open house style booths.
It will feature such organizations as
YMCA, Emergency Food Network,
Tacoma Public Schools, Red Cross,
Tacoma Community House (volunteers
teach English to refugees), and various
senior citizen and youth homes.
CVC coordinator Yumi Kawaji, who
is in charge of the fair, has ultimate faith
in UPS students.
"I think a lot of people would like to
volunteer, but are not able to commit to
a certain regular schedule, or don't have
transportation," she said.
She added, "The volunteer fair will
help people know that organizations are

out there, even if they don't take
advantage of it now. . . I think people
are really willing to give if they know
what they can do."
Kawaji stressed that groups like dorms
and houses are encouraged to sign up
together.
"Sometimes if you've never
volunteered ... people hesitate. Doing a
project as a group can make you feel
more comfortable. . . It's a safe and
secure way of exploring different areas."
Quoting the Phibsean "education for a
lifetime," Kawaji noted that volunteer
work is an excellent chance to "promote
a feeling of community, not just what's
happening on campus."
As students wander into the Rotunda,
most will get an initial exposure to
volunteer opportunities without actually
signing up.
"I don't think they'll do a lot of
recruiting at the fair, it's more of a
question and answer period, a chance for
exposure to the possibilities."

The Trail, January 29, 1987, page 3

Watt will speak tonight
By Liz Clark
i

I.

I.
James Wait will address a variety of
political issues and promote his new
book at UPS on Thursday. Topics of
concern include welfare, defense,
economics and the moral values of our
political system. Tickets are $5 for the
general public and $2 for the UPS
community.

Did James Watt know about the
iran-Contra affair before President
Reagan did?
Puget Sound students will be able to
Iuestion Watt on this and other
important issues tonight as the former
Secretary of the Interior speaks in the
ie1dhouse at 8pm.
Watt is currently chairman of the
)oard for Environmental Diagnostics
inc., and author of The Courage of a
Conservative. He is still defending his
controversial policies of his three year
term in the Reagan administration.
Watt is best remembered for his
Policies against preserving the natural
environment, for preventing the Beach
Boys from playing in a national park
(although he denies this), and for his
comment about a commission having "a
black . . . a woman, two Jews, and a
cripple."
"He's an eloquent spokesman for the
political party and a controversial
figure," said ASUPS Lectures
Committee Chairman Steve Bovingdon.
"He has strong stands on volatile
issues."
Students can grill Watt during a
question and answer period scheduled to
follow his presentation.
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Budget continued from front page
"If you go into a pharmacy and you're
sick and you really want to get well, and
there are two medicines, one for $20 and
one for $12, which one are you going to
buy?"
"The $12 one!" responded the crowd,
drowning out his argument.
The final presentation was made by
Director of Financial Aid Steve
Thomdill.
He said 70% of students at UPS
receive financial aid, reflected by figures
showing that students and parents pay
38% less out of their own pocket than
their counterparts 11 years ago.
Several students, however, were
concerned with more rigid federal

standards for guaranteed student loan
applicants and the problems tuition
increases create for continuing students.
Kelly Vomacka reminded Thorndill
that families plan for college expenses
based on freshman year tuition, and
increases alter their ability to pay.
"Inconsiderate is almost the word I
want to use," she said.
Concluding the budget presentation,
Thorndill stressed the importance of
applying for aid on time and urged
students to talk to the Financial Aid
Office before leaving school for
expense-related reasons.

see BUDGET page 16
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To The Campus Bookstore
And Pick Up Your Most Valuble Book...

FREE!

THE TACOMA REGIONAL
TELEPHONE DIRECTORY
SPECIAL FEATURES FOR UPS

B-i
B-2
B-3
B 4-5
B 26-27

PIERCETRANSIT
TEL MED TAPE LIBRARY
TEL LAW TAPE LIBRARY
EMERGENCY INFO.
UPS - SPORTS

B-30
B-33
B-34
B-36
B-37

UPSCAMPUSMAP
TACOMA DOME CHART
TACOMA STARS SCHEDULE
SONICS SPORT EVENTS
KINGDOME CHART

YELLOW PAGES FOR ALL OF PIERCE COUNTY
including GIG hARBOR

FREQUENTLY USED CAMPUS NUMBERS FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
CAMPUS OPERATOR..
HOUSING ............
LIBRARY ..............
PERSONNEL ..........

756-3100
756-3300
756-3257
756-3368

PUBLIC RELATIONS....
SECURITY ............
EMPLOYMENT ........
HEALTH SERVICES...

756-3148
756-3311
756-3161
756-3370

DLAL 911. EMERGE NCY ONLY

POOL ................ 756-3145
BOOKSTORE ......... 756-3270
CHAPLAIN ............ 756-3363
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Drug tests

Students react nationally

CRIMES ON CAMPUS
FALL 1986-A SUMMARY

By Rose Jackson (CPS)

Provided by Bruce Sadler, Director of Security
Crimes on Campus is information provided by Security services that is
published by the Trail. Weekly editions of the Trail provide information about
incidents on campus that have occurred in hopes that crime can be prevented
through awareness and public interest. Below is a summary of incidents that
occurred on campus during fall semester. Future Trail editions will follow "Crimes"
on a weekly basis.

INCIDENT

NUMBER MONTHLY AVERAGE

Property Theft
: Bicycle Theft
Theft from Vehicles
Motor Vehicle Theft
Exposure
Recovered Stolen Property
Vandalism to Property
Vandalism to Vehicles
Burglary

46
5
19
2
5
18
97
19
7

11.5
1.25
4.75
0.50
1.25
4.50
24.25
4.75
1.75

A big thank you to the Challenge at Tacoma Community
College for lending us layout sheets! Good luck to all of you
this quarter.

Rich Underhill and new friend fight over food after a visit to Uncle Milt's. (See
NIGHTMAI?E, page 9).

Slowly but surely, students and
administrators at several campuses have
begun protesting tough new anti-drug
policies imposed at scores of colleges
nationwide this fall.
In November, for example, Cornell
students mailed the White House more
than 100 urine samples to protest
President Reagan's proposed drug testing
plans for some federal employees.
Previously, 215 Cal-Santa Barbara
students also held a "Ur-ine' at which
they filled similar specimen bottles, and
mailed them to the White House.
At other schools, resistance from
students and faculty has been less
dramatic. University of Maryland
students simply ignored letters from
university officials warning of possible
consequences from on-campus drug use
or distribution, and coaches at Clemson
and Duke universities asked that all
drug-testing programs also be instituted
among the entire student body.
The most serious protest yet,
however, was lodged by a University of
Colorado student who sued to stop the
school's new mandatory drug testing
policy for athletes.
Following the cocaine-related deaths of
Maryland basketball star Len Bias and
Cleveland Browns football player Don
Rogers last summer, President Reagan
ind other officials launched a highly
publicized, all-out campaign against drug
abuse.
In the process, the U.S. House of
Representatives voted to cut off federal
funds to campuses that couldn't prove it
had a program to battle student drug use.
The National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) in August voted to
require athletes playing for NCAA
championships to submit to urinalyses.
Colleges as diverse as South
Carolina's Newberry College, Maryland,
Southern California, Washington and
New Hampshire, among others, all
imposed tough new drug policies in
response this fall.
Beginning this semester, for example,
1Nc.W
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automatically suspended if caught dealing
drugs. Students found guily of first-time
drug possession or use are required to
undergo counseling, notify their parents
or guardians, and make a "good-faith"
effort to identify the source of the drug.
If they don't, they'll be suspended or
dismissed.
Athletes at Colorado must now agree
to a drug test at the beginning of each
season, as well as taking random drug
tests throughout the year. If students
don't, they can't participate in varsity
sports.
"We're blackmailed into it," says Dave
Dcrdcyn, a CU cross-country runner
whose suit against the university is the
first such legal action in response to
mandatory drug testing.
"We've had difficulty finding
plaintiffs," says Loren Siegal, a
Washington, D.C., attorney with the
American Civil Liberties Union
(ACLU), which is helping Derdeyn with
his case. "It's difficult for athletes to
possibly ruin their athletic careers by
taking an assertive position."
David Miller, the Denver ACLU
lawyer handling Derdeyn's case, says
CU's policy amounts to illegal search
and seizure. It also violates
constitutional guarantees of equal
protection-physics students studying
Star Wars aren't tested"--and due process,
because the testing methods often
provide inaccurate results.
CU spokesman Don Cannalte says
CU "absolutely" will continue testing
athletes until the suit is settled.
"We have a positive program,"
Cannalte says. "It's the strongest,
toughest program in the country."
CU tests are run seven days a week
and athletes can be tested up to seven
times a season, although most are tested
an average of three or four times. If an
athlete tests positive, he or she is
suspended for one playing season.
ACLU's Miller says he has a good
case or "I wouldn't have taken it. And the
university (officials) think (they) have a
good case, or they would have thrown up
LtlJL I.LUIUS dilU WdIIS.LU
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Soundviews
Tuition--Can I put it on my VISA?
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Kelly Ziegler, Class of '90
Compiled by Helen Dolmas
At Tuesday's Senate meeting, the
Budget Task Force Committee presented
their reasons for increasing tuition. The
reasons included improving professor's
salaries, increasing financial aid, and
enhancing the universities image. We
ask a random sampling of students how
they felt about the proposal.

I don't think the Budget Task Force
approaches it right. They approach it as
if everyone would agree to it. And it
was as if they were denying that
complications will arise. I don't think
the increase would be completely wrong
if it is used correctly, and they do seem
to have the right motives.

Carrie Mickleborough,
Class of '90
Mike Korch, Class of '88
The comparisons in tuition from
974-75 to 1987-88 were inaccurate in
hat they did not take into account the
vhole picture. They were trying to
make it seem like before you paid a
much larger percent than now, but they
did not take into account such things as
cost of living or inflation. Most
students probably feel they chose UPS
for its programs, rather than the price.

I feel that a majority of it has to do
with an image campaign. A portion of
it has to do with a desire to keep
academic standards high at UPS.
However, I felt that their presentation
brought out the marketing ride of the
entire process of bringing students to
this school.

Elizabeth Roberts, Class of
'87

ITO
Italian
Cuisine
Entertainment This Weekend With
Tom McFainfland Blues Band
Every Wednesday Night
Jerry Miller Night

While the idea of a tuition increase is
okay with me for legimate reasons such
as increasing professor balance and
equipment, what I cannot agree with is
their motivation to obtain a tuition level
right under Reed College.

Rich Waymire, Class of '89
Are we trying to attract the upper
middle class or the intelligensia? We've
got to make a choice as to whether we
want a better class of individuals or
better quality individuals. A higher
tuition wont guarantee better applicants.

Special Lunch flenu
prom $4.49
Steak & Pcistci Special
_

$15199

Welcome Back Students

Lisa North, Class of '88
I think we need a grandfather clause
because despite what the BTF said, they
aren't telling incoming freshman about
tuition increases,

see VISA page 7

Morris Yang, Class of '89
Outrageous. It would become more
difficult for me to attend this university.
I did not realize that there would be a
chance that they would raise tuition.
.....
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President Phibbs really tied one on Tuesday night--when
he appeared at a lecture wearing (oh, can you even stand the suspense?)
a straight tie. And what about his bow-ties? Imelda Marcos is offering
warehouse space for the estranged ties.

I
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When liberal means conservative--and conservative means you
squeak. The College Press Service reports that while the 1986-87
Freshmen are more liberal than their Sophomore counterparts, they are
also increasingly anti-gay. I don't get it, either.
>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>> >> >>>>>> >> >>>>>>>>>>>> >>>> >>>>>>>>>>>> >> >>>>>>>>>> >> >> >> >> >> >> >> >> >>

Masters and Johnson--should be so well received. The
long-awaited Playboy survey of the top 40 party schools was released
this month. Number one? California State University at Chico (which is
the Humbolt of the '80's). UPS didn't place this year, but I figure if
everyone schedules their classes for Monday, Wednesday, and Friday
and leaves Tuesdays and Thursdays open, we could make a spectacular
comeback next year.
>>>>>>>> >> >>>>>>>>>> >> >> >> >> >> >> >> >>>>>>>>>> >>>> >>>>>>>> >> >>>>>>>>>> >> >>>>>>>>>> >> >> >> >> >> >> >> >> >>

I knew Republicans predominate at UPS--but collaborate? It
seems this must be true. As UPS proposed a 10% tuition hike, our man
in Washington, DC announced massive cuts in student aid. So
damaging are the recent cuts, that the Montana Board of Regents is
considering turning three state colleges into two-year schools, thus
saving $6 million. However, an article in Tuesday's Tacoma News
Tribune says enrollment is up at UPS and PLU.
>>>>>>>> >>>> >>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>> >> >>>>>>>>>>>> >> >>>>>>>>>> >> >> >> >>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>>>>

In this terrorist world of hijackings and airport
bombings--UPS students have initiated a new social ritual. At the end
of a meal, the latest in Great Hall etiquette dictates that you smash the
label of your New York Seltzer--meals are lively, staff members
nervous.
>>>>>>>> >> >> >>>> >>>> >> >>>) >>)'>>> >> >>>> >>>>>> >> >>>>>>>>>> >> >>>>>>>>>> >> >>>>>>>>>> ,> >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

With heartfelt apologies--to my friend who said, "All I want is a
job where I can wear jeans." After two weeks in the real world
(translate: two weeks of wearing pumps), all I want is a job where I can
wear tennis shoes.
--Katie de Gutes
>>>>>> >> >>>>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>> >> >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> >> >>>>>>>>>) >> •'>>> >>>>>> >> >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

SUMMER CAREER POSITIONS
for summer positions in

Alaska . Washington.
Atlas Tours, Canada's largest operator of tours to Alaska/Yukon, is now
accepting applications for it's 1987 summer season, May 25 - Sept. 10.
Full job descriptions & application forms are at your

STUDENT EMPLOYMENT/PLACEMENT CENTRE

atlas tours

5th Floor, Princess Bldg.
Vancouver, B.C., CANADA V6B 44
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During a candlelight Christmas service--in a small church, on
a small island in the middle of the Pacific, a two-year-old child with a
voice not unlike Damien blurted, "I was baby Jesus." Within a half
hour, Kilauea began erupting. Hmm, sounds like a sibling of Linda
Blair.
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1 Existed
2 River island
3 Nahoor sheep
4 Intention
5 Fashion

Mmmm
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52 Bridge term
56 Single
58 Small child
59 Large bird
60 Lair
63 Symbol for
tantalum

30 Center
32 The sweetsop
33 Hurl
36 Range of
knowledqe
38 Meddles with
9 Garland
ACROSS
unwarrantably
10 Body of a vessel 41 Large sea
11 Shout
1 Insect
mammals
16 Repulses
43 Marry
5 Winter
20 Attempt
45 Coroner: abbr.
precipitation
22 Agave plant
47 Printer's
9 For what reason
23 At that time
measure
12 Japanese
24 Part in play
49 Consumed
aborigine
25 Either
50 Trail
26 Mournful
51 Lamb's pen

39 As far as
40 Recent
42 Stitch
44 Cupolas
46 That man
48 Unnecessary
50 Rays
53 Small valley
54 Everyone
55 Behold!
57 Tried
61 Stalemate
62 Poker stake
64 Heavy volume
65 Possesses
66 Average
67 Stupefy

13 Drink heavily
14 Regret
15 Sparkling
17 Attending
18 Cloth measure
19 Animal coat
21 Bog down
23 Cavalrymen
27 Kind of type:
abbr.
28 Quadruped
29 Sweet potato
31 Chapeau
34 Spanish article
35 Antlered animal
37 Obscure

THE CENTRAL
W
a ,A) INTELLIGENCE
AGENCY

41r,"

OVERSEAS CAREERS
Prudent foreign policy decisions depend on
solid knowledge. The most important decisions depend on information our adversaries
seek to conceal. A truly extraordinary group of
men and women serve abroad as the key players in our national effort to fill these critical
information gaps.
The Standard: Total professionalism. An
Agency career is a vocalion, a way of life, not a
conventional routine.
The Task: Serve throughout the world, working
with foreign nationals at all levels. Develop the
skills and professional discipline to produce
results in conditions of stress and, on occasion,
personal risk.
The Reward: The satisfaction of meeting and
mastering exceptional challenge. The prospect of adventure while doing a job that calls on
the deepest resources of intelligence, professional skills, and personal commitment.

The Qualifications: Above everything else,
the drive to achieve. Force of personality and a
gift for dealing with people combine with intercultural sophistication to assure effectiveness
anywhere in the world. A high level of academic
performance and first-rate communication
skills facilitate a command of complicated matters of intelligence substance. These skills are
also essential to the preparation of lucid, accurate reporting. A good aptitude for foreign languages ensures rapid progress toward fluency
in Agency language training. Solid ethical standards guarantee the integrity of performance in
activities as sensilive as they are important.
Entrance salaries range from $22,000 to
$34000 depending on credentials. Substantial
premium for service abroad. College graduates
with a minimum of a Bachelor's degree and U.S.
citizens only. Maximum age 35.

FOR APPLICATION/INFORMATION CONTACT THE
CAREER DEVELOPMENT CENTER, LIBRARY RM 225
or send resume to:
PERSONNEL REPRESENTATIVE (UPS)
P.O. BOX 3127
SOUTH EL MONTE, CA 91733
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Slightly

continued from page 5
Nathan Harrison, Class of
'89

Connie Miller, Class of '87

I do agree with increasing the pay for
professors because this ties in to not
increasing prices. If we have better profs
doing better jobs it will increase the
reputation; then we will have better
programs. I don't see how we can afford
more students anyway with insufficient
housing as it is.

If the increase in tuition is to increase
the class selection, then yes it is fine.
You don't gain a reputation by how
much it costs you to go to school, but
rather the academic standards. UPS is
coming into their own academically, but
I think raising the tuition next year is
much too soon. Increasing financial aid
is pointless as you are creating more of a
need for it.

Jolene Delcour, Class of '90
By raising the cost there's no way it
will make the school more prestigious.
If you go to Connecticut and say, "1
graduated from UPS," they'll say,
"where?" and the cost would not mean a
thing. UPS cannot compete with East
Coast schools name-wise; we do well
enough academically.

I.

Chris Johnson, Class of '90
kndy Gordon, Class of '89
I disagree with the budget task force. I
feel that a tuition increase will only deter
more people from coming to the
university. If there was a tuition
increase, they should use A more to
improve academics. To improve their
reputation, they should improve the
academics.

Paying professors more is a necessary
thing. To pull a good performance out
of them, money is an incentive, and it
will attract better professors. However, I
don't pare about the name, I want an
education. Tuition is a pretty measly
thing to base a reputation on. I don't
think any prospective students are going
to look at that as a reason for choosing
that school. Isn't raising tuition to
improve financial aid a double standard?

BOWLING SPECIAL
FOR UPS STUDENTS
$1.00 PER GAME
Futon with Frame
double size, 6 months old
$50 752-1548

[E5l/\ JrP'\NT 1L)11 1\t7

I

ONE FREE GAME
OF BOWLING
AT CHALET BOWL

Cha\
Iet
Bowl

"
Oy

3806 N 26th 752-5200

-COUPON- expires 2/5/87

1EXECUTIVE
I SUPPORT
SYSTEMS

TYPING
WORD
PROCESSING

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
Pick-up And Delivery Available
call BOBBI

ph. 272-6651

7406 27th St. W. Tacoma

Off
Campus
Compiled by Katie de Gutes
Complaints concerning UPS
abound--bad food, inadequate housing
facilities, the ever persecuted plant
department, bombs and flashers in the
library, exorbinant tuition. Yet, taking a
look at other students and campuses
around the nation, UPS really does
appear as a liberal arts college.
Winthrop College in South
Carolina: has a pigeon population
problem. Tradition mandates an annual
holiday-season shooting, but animal
rights activists feathers were ruffled, so
this year President Martha Kime Piper
pigeon-holed the executions. She ordered
her Public Safety Department to find an
alternative mode of control.
Virginia Western and Blue
Ridge Community Colleges:
found tuition and living expenses getting
a bit out of hand. Solution: gift
certificates good toward tuition and
books.
The year was especially hair-raising
for Ceadarville College in Ohio.
The college finally abolished its
prohibition of beards on campus. To
mark the campus's 100th anniversary
they sponsored the Follicle Follies, a
beard growing contest.
Meanwhile, Karl T. Maesar, founder
of Brigham Young University,
received a posthumous shave. The
university, which prohibits facial hair,
believed the shave would help trim
student resentment towards the policy.
And whether students want quarters for
laundry or drinking games, no one is
quite sure. But, the University of
Kansas desk staff announced it would
no longer give students quarters in
exchange for their pennies.
Library problems clipped along at the
University of Virginia. For over a
period of three weeks, a man crept up on
more than five women sleeping or deeply
immersed in their studies and snipped off
locks of their hair.
Students of Holy Cross College
protested when Dean Peter Sirnonds
objected to hiring a car to drive Dith
Pran, the survivor of the Kil!ing Fields,
back to the airport. Simonds also
objected to paying G. Gordon Liddy,
convicted Watergate felon, his standard
lecture fee. "I've had more calls from
faculty and students about this than any
other issue I've dealt with in my eight
and a half years here," said Simonds.
Finally, a fact to help you rest better
at night--the average private college
student graduates owing $8,850. The
average student debt is about five times
higher today than in 1975. This is
largely because Congress has replaced
most college grants, which students don't
have to repay, with loans.

ARTS
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Wfi,a, t's 4ot, what's not and what's hi
Ferguson, High Voltage to electrify UPS
By Rachel Clark
Entertainment this semester at UPS is
getting off to a quick start as the first of
two big jazz concerts sponsored by
Cultural Events approaches. Sunday,
February 8th at 8pm, Maynard Ferguson,
"virtuoso" trumpeter, and his new seven
piece electric band, High Voltage, are
scheduled to play at the Fieldhouse.
Ferguson has a broad musical
background, and his talents are obvious
from his accomplishments. His musical
commitments include instrument
designer, record producer, composer,
arranger, symphonic guest artist, and
film soundtrack artist.
At an early age, Ferguson, a native
Canadian, made his debut in the U.S. in
Boyd Raeburn's Band in 1948. Though
this is quite a step back in time for some
of us, his career has become a series of
successes. He has played with wellknown jazz greats such as Charlie
Barnett, Jimmy Dorsey, and the Stan
Kenton Band.

For a brief time after his work with
the Kenton Band, Ferguson was first-call
studio trumpeter for Paramount, and
recorded film tracks such as The Ten
Commandments.
The so-called second stage of
Ferguson's musical career began in 1956,
when he formed "The Birdland Dream
Band." Signing with Roulette Records
Co., the band toured clubs and colleges,
and its popularity showed in jazz polls in
Playboy and Downbeat magazines.
This phase ended during the mid
1960's when Ferguson moved to
England, later to India, and then back to
England where he formed a British club,
and began the third phase of his career.
Immediately, Ferguson was off to an
exciting run and signed a contract with
CBS records. He recorded an album, M.
F. Horn, which became a top seller
thanks to a U.K. hit single, "MacArthur
Park."
Willard Alexander brought him back
to the U.S. for a tour in 1971, where his

extraordinary talents afford him a
prosperous lifestyle.
During the 1970's, Ferguson's
ever-increasing list of accomplishments
flourished, and brought him two
Grammy nominations, the first for
"Gonna Fly Now," and another in 1983
for "Don't Stop."
Ferguson became a free agent when
his contract with CBS ended.
Impressively, he maintained high status
on his own, exemplified by his albums,
Storm (1983) and Live From San
Francisco (1985), which went gold.
His latest album, Body and Soul
(1986), made its first appearance at the
same time that High Voltage was
created.
Ferguson put together his brand new
seven piece electric band, High Voltage,
this summer. The band includes
Ferguson on trumpets, Dennis DiBlasio
as featured saxophonist/scat singer, Todd
Canon/keyboards, Dave Miller/drums,
Bob Wackerman/bass, Michael Higgins/

guitar, and Steve Fisher/percussion.
Ferguson's enthusiam shows in not
only his recorded career, but also in his
personal attitude toward his work.
"I feel it is my duty to entertain with
music. I enjoy playing my music and
my instrument and leading my band," he
said proudly.
The response to High Voltage has
been so overwhelming that Ferguson put
together a grand tour that includes a stop
at UPS. High Voltage will be on tour
throughout the states until November
16.
In conjunction with the tour, the
group will record its first album in New
York, and tape an HBO special in New
Orleans.
The band's performance at UPS is
good fortune for the students and
community, and should be taken
advantage of. Ticket prices are $4 for the
UPS community, $7 for general
admission.

Watercolors: He's sailin
By Sally Eames

Showcase, a lunchtime institution at UPS, returns with exciting concerts by
John Gladstone and Anderson & Skok.
Jack Gladstone will perform January 30 in the Rotunda from 11:30 am-I pm.
Gladstone sings a mixture of country, folk, and light rock. Gladstone's
accomplishments include finishing as the Number One Solo Act in the 1986
Montana Country Showdown competition. Gladstone has also been involved with
the lecture circuit in the Northwest, coordinating the Cultural Lecture Series at
Glacier National Park and having his music featured in the "Wolves in Iluman,s"
lecture series in Boise, Idaho.
Anderson & Skok have created a unique acoustic sound that blends folk,jazz and

What do the University of Puget
Sound and watercolors have in common?
There is, of course, the obvious response
that any waterlogged logger would give,
"they're both really dependent on large
amounts of water." A second connection
is available, however. Kitteredge Gallery
is hosting a watercolor exhibit by
Lorraine and William Arthur Phillips.
The Phillips exhibit, which is
showing through February 22, is housed
in the Fireplace Gallery and several
works by each artist are on display.
The differences between their styles
becomes evident after viewing only a few
of their separate works.
William Arthur Phillips has several
distinct styles ranging from impressionistic "Sailboats," an exciting
arrangement of blue, yellow and green
triangles, to the more realistic style
evident in "Tideflat Haze," a straighter,
crisper beach scene.
All of his works show an interesting
use of lighting, as well as a fairly stark,
simplistic, almost poignant overall
style. "Italian Woman," a simple portrait
of an older woman standing outside the
back door of her tenement, shows off
this flair for illumination. The painting
is simply heart-stopping.
Another example of this use of

'I
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Crash the coop at TLT
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By Barbara Heziep
Do you ever have one of those Friday
or Saturday evenings when you have no
plans and you feel cooped up in your
dorm room? So cooped up, as a matter of
fact, that you feel like you will go crazy
if you have to stay there for one more
minute? If so, don't pull your hair out or
throw your books against the wall for
want of something better to do! I have a
suggestion. Go see the play Buzz
Gatecrasher and the Cosmic Riddle at the
Tacoma Little Theatre at 210 N. I Street
in Tacoma.

is

1

Buzz Gatecrasher and the Cosmic
Riddle is a science fiction play set in a
radio movie station. The characters are
taken captive by an evil emperor and are
transported to a distant planet. One of
these characters is a woman who is
forced to marry the Emperor, even
though she loves Buzz (the principal
male in the play) and is counting on
him to save her. Another character is a

I

Ferguson will blow his horn for UPS on February 8.

hile s h e ? s all wet

4

lighting to create an effct is "Dona
Noblis Pacem," which captures the
ethereal light from a stained-glass
window pouring over a bowed head.
Lorraine Phillips's watercolors capture
more action and movement. Her color
choices, muted tones, counteract the
feeling of life presented in the works.
"The Gary Boys With Cat" shows her
ability to portray action and life, and the
effect that the selection of subtle, as as
one art appreciator remarked, "muddy"
colors have on the action.
Her "Sketch At The Dock" is more
colorful, and almost alive enough to
move. This portrait also displays her eye
for balance and space.
"Pigeons" also demonstrates the life
and balance that characterize her style. It
is simply a collection of, yes, pigeons
involved in various activities, including
strutting, eating, and flying.
As one leaves the exhibit, the lasting
impression is that of mixed elation and
disappointment. The elation comes from
being able to appreciate quality work
done by artists of Wi1iarn Arthur
Phillips's caliber. The disappointment,
on the other hand, steis from the
realization that Lirraine Phillips's
mediocre talents intst, by being
displayed with her husband's work, ruin
the effect of a solo showing of his art.

scientist, who is also taken captive, who
is forced to create a potion to prevent the
Emperor from aging too quickly. All of
this action takes place in a radio station
because it is a radio movie.
Two of my favorite characters are
Dave the Robot (portrayed by Annette
Miles) and Zargo Phildronic. Dave the
Robot is a robot owned by the Emperor
who gets short-circuited as a result of
trying to help the scientist protect
himself from the Emperor. Annette
Miles does a fine job of acting this
character. She uses her voice and body
gestures effectively to create an
interesting robot character.
The other character I enjoyed was
Zargo Phildronic, who is a personal
growth counselor. Zargo Phildronic's
character is, for the most part, a spoof of
what we know to be psychology of
personal growth. It is amusing to see
how he gets on everyone's nerves with

see CRASH page 16

Nightmare on Grand street,
By Amy Stephenson
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our staff retreat (to be held in Wheeler,
Oregon, pop. 305), one fellow staff
member recommended a place to eat. It
was in Vancouver, Washington, and we
would be arriving there (according to our
carefully laid plans) between six and
seven in the evening -- perfect for
dinner. Best of all, this place featured a
large Canadian bacon or pepperoni pizza
for only $3.99. It sounded too good to
be true.
It was.
Uncle Milt's Pipe Organ Pizza
Company is located on Grand Street in
Vancouver, a few turns off 1-5 past a
cemetery and a Fred Meyer. The
entryway is unpromising, though fairly
accurate. It features a token machine
("NO REFUND'S WILL BE GIVEN
FOR TOKEN'S", sic), access to the
game room (past a showcase of bowling
trophies), a grimy corridor to equally
grimy restrooms (best to wait and hold it
until, as we did, you get to Wheeler), and
squealing kids.
When we came in we were somewhat
daunted by the appearance, but the sign
outside did confirm the promised price
(good only through January) and we
continued into the main dining area.
The most arresting thing about Uncle
Milt's is the pipe organ, which our
fellow staff member had not mernioned.

It spans the rear wall. It's big. It's
impressive. It was brought to Uncle
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where it had been for 53 years. When we
entered, it was silent.
"Gee," said a member of my party,
looking at the primarily red tacky decor
and the amazing amount of children
present, "it looks like Showbiz."
(She was referring to an unfortunate
episode of my life which required me to
work part-time at Showbiz Pizza for a
year.)
"Oh, no," I said, "compared to
Showbiz this place is subdued."
Then all hell broke loose.
We got in line and surveyed the menu
board, which features melodious offerings (all of their pizzas are nicknamed
with musical themes, with the strange
exception of the Crystal Ball). Suddenly
the organ began to play a stirring
rendition of "Ebony and Ivory.' It's
amazing what a Wurlitzer organ can do
for Stevie Wonder and Paul McCartncy.
I observed later that my party was not
the only group of people to dance and
sing while waiting in line.
While the organist played and we
mused about how her job must appear on
a resumé, hideous Nerf-like apparitions
that were supposed to be large animal
figures came Out to play with and/or
terrify the children. I think I recognized

see NIGHTMARE page 16
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On campus

In the area
THE WORLD OF MOTHER GOOSE WILL STAGE BLUE
RIBBON BARNYARD REVUE: Through February 22; call the box office
at 441-SHOW for show times and prices.
The animals ruffle their feathers and kick up their hooves to save their barn
from certain doom.
PANTAGES PERSENTS DIANE SCHURR: January 30; 8 pm;
Pantages Centre, downtown Tacoma; $6.75-$12.75 for students, also $5 rush
tickets are available for students and seniors on January 30.
Diane Schurr is described as the 'reigning queen of jazz vocalists."
THE FOUNDATION FOR GROUP HEALTH COOPERATIVE
PRESENTS BILL COSBY: January 30; 8:30 pm; Tacoma Dome; tickets
range from $15.50-$18.50 (plus ticket agency fees) and are available at
Ticketmaster.

•1

CELLIST CORDELIA WIKARSKI-MIEDEL, PUGET SOUND'S
NORTHWEST ARTIST-IN-RESIDENCE, TO PERFORM: January
30, 8 pm; Kilworth Chapel; free to UPS community if reservations are made in
advance, $4 general. Call 756-3329 for ticket information.
Duane Hulbert will accompany. The pieces performed will include Suite No. 3,
C Major by J.S. Bach and Variations on One String by Niccolo Paganini.
UPS SCHOOL OF MUSIC OPERA THEATRE PRESENTS THE
TOY SHOP AND THE GAME OF CHANCE: February 6 and 7; 8 pm;
Jacobsen Recital Hall; Admission is $2 for the UPS community, $4 general.
CAMPUS FILMS/HONORS FILM SERIES PRESENTS OUT
OF AFRICA: January 30 and 31 at 6 pm, 8:30 pm, and 11 pm; February 1 at
6pm and 8:30 pm; McIntyre 006; $1 with UPS ID.

STUDENT SPECIALS
10 20 mm. Sessions for $20.00
Tour Guides Wanted
Seaffle City Light
Starts at $6.83/hr.

¶àitays jin

Eight exciting and rewarding full-time summer jobs
conducting public tours of the Skagit Hydroelectric
Project 140 miles NE of Seattle in the North Cascades.
Applicants must have minimum 2 yrs experience
involving leadership, teamwork and public speaking,
plus current State driver license and Red Cross first aid
experience working with the handicapped and / or
elderly, and knowledge of a foreign language are
desirable. Guides are required to live in dorms at the
Skagit Project. Applications due Feb. 13, 1987. For
applicaiton form, contact:
Seattle City Light Dept.
Personnel Office
1015Third Ave., Rm. 103
Seattle,WA 98104
Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer

FOUR CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
TACOMA 474-5841
RENTON 251-9011
6450 So. Sprague
330 S.W. 43rd
BELLEVUE
854-1220
KENT
1024 116th N.E.
325 So. Washington
Sat. & Sun. 9am-7pm
M-F 6am-10pm

3822 North 26th St. CUTS, CLII WS,CLJRLS, COLORS
(Offproctor)

759-0943

Congratulations
New Alpha Phi Initiates
"The Best is Yet to Come"

II

STYLIST

HRIRCUTS $ 8.00

FOR
THE NEW
PHRSE
I N YOUR
SPItE I

For En tire Selioc
Year
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UPS Ski team s competition mounting

By Kent Pearson
I.
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The UPS Ski team, together with
PLU, hosted the annual Lightnin' Cup
last weekend at White Pass. The three
day event drew teams from as far away as
Britsish Columbia and Idaho to the ski
area that has gained world-wide recognition as the home of the Mahre twins.
The UPS Alpine team could have used
Phil and Steve's help. The women placed
fourth in the Giant Slalom on Friday and
in the Slalom on Saturday, while the
men finished sixth in both races.
While the Alpine team struggled, the
Nordic skiers excelled. On Saturday, after
most of the racers had gone, the women's
Nordic team finished third in the 10
kilometer race, third in the 15K relay,
and second overall.
In the 10K race, Nancy Black finished
ninth, and Mary Doorman finished tenth.
Peter Grey, the lone male Nordic skier
for UPS, finished 21st in the men's 10K

field.
Sophomore Chris Simpson led the
men's Alpine team, finishing twelfth in
the Giant Slalom and tenth in the
Slalom. It was the first time Simpson
had beaten teammate William Herndon in
either race.
"In the last two weeks I haven't
finished a Slalom," Simpson said after
hearing the results of Saturday's Slalom.
"Now my confidence level has shot up."
Simpson was followed in the Giant
Slalom by Herndon who finished 15th
and Justin Canny who finished 27th. In
the Slalom on Saturday, Freshman Chris
Hildreth followed Simpson at 13th, and
Senior Tom Winter finished 21st to
complete the scoring for UPS.
Despite the absence of their numberone skier, the women's Alpine team held
its own in the Giant Slalom. Carrie
Wilson and Jill Vessely finished 15th
and 16th while Nanette Perry finished
24th.

Pu get Sound Alpine Ski Team captain William Herndon edges around the
bamboo at high speeds in last Friday's Giant Slalom at Crystal Mountain.

TUESDAY IS COLLEGE DAY
only $9.00 (all lifts-all day)
with your student body card
1/2 off regular price

' C

Returning Nordic Racer Nancy Black skates around the course, maintaining her lead
on the following UBC skier. With the current win/loss record, the women's team is
guaranteed to have several competitors at the end of the year regionals. The only
question remaining is how many individual team members will compete.

In the Slalom, Dagmar Heinzsch,
who missed the Giant Slalom on Friday,
placed fifth, Alby Dean finished 11th,
and Jill Vessely finished 14th.
This weekend the team travels to
Whistler-Blackcomb, British Columbia
for the last race of the regular season.
This final meet will determine which
teams and individuals will compete at
Regionals in McCall, Idaho February
19-21
In regular season meets, team
standings are determined by comparing
the combined times of the teams' top
three skiers. Teams receive one point for
a first place team finish, two points for
second; you get the picture.
The team with the lowest combined
time in each race wins the race and,
similarly, the team that finishes the
season with the fewest points is the
division winner.
The top four Nordic and Alpine teams
in both the men's and women's divisions

0
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Get your career off
to a flying start!
Attend Air Force Officer
Training School,
earn a commission
and begin a rewarding career.
The Air Force offers you good
pay, complete medical care
and much more. Call

---

will earn a trip to McCall, Idaho to
compete against skiers from Western
Canada, Montana, Idaho, Washington,
and Oregon.
"The women have been consistently
third in both Alpine and Nordic this
season," Coach Marianne Hilton said
prior to the Slalom on Saturday, "and the
men have been vying for fourth place
with Western, PLU, and the UW."
"This year we'll probably send the
women's Alpine and Nordic teams and a
handful of guys," Hilton said. The men's
team took itself out of contention for
Regionals at White Pass, but individuals
can still qualify for the big meet at
Blackcomb this weekend.
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Prepare for the

MCAT
Classes Starting Scon

KAPLAN
Stanley H. Kaplan
Educational Center LTD.
1107NE45th,

632-0634
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UPS Stiongs Hornets
By Kathy Hedges
On Saturday, January 24, the Logger
men's Basketball team hosted Seattle
Pacific University. The final score was
SPU 81, UPS 73.
The game was fast-paced with both
teams taking advantage of their fast break
opportunities. In the end, however, it
was SPU that had a 27 for 45 field goal
shooting and UPS only had 22 for 72.
This percentage does not show the 3
point shooting by Kevin Fagerstrom (2
for 3) and Mike Ostlund (2 for 4).
Sophomore foreward Jack Forney lead
in individual scoring for both teams by
putting in 20 points.
On Tuesday January 27 the UPS men
hosted the Sacramento State Hornets.
Adding one more to their winnings, UPS
defeated Sacramento 90-74.
While the whole game was very
physical, the first half was more brutal
then the second.
As I arrived at the game, junior Bob
Ostlund was being held back from a
potential fight. Both teams seemed a bit
tense yet it was the Sacramento players
that released their tension in violent
form.

At one time junior Kevin Fagerstrom
was in the midst of taking the ball down
the sideline when Derrick Hopkins from
Sacramento elbowed Fagerstrom in the
left eye. Despite the handicap in vision,
Fagerstrom sunk both freethrows.
Later in the same half Fagerstrom
once again found himself taking the ball
down the court after a clean steal. As he
was going up for the lay-up Hopkins
tackled him to the ground. That was
enough for the ref who asked Hopkins to
leave the game. This time at the
freeth;ow line Fagerstrom missed the
first but swished the second.
The second half was marked with
many fouls, but some good basketball.
While Bob Ostlund did have the
misfortune of passing the ball to
Sacramento twice for 4 points the rest of
the offense for UPS was full of good
passes. The offense was run with good
communication. Crisp passes were made
and the offense ran until the open man
was found and a shot was available.
This weekend the team heads to
Anchorage, Alaska to compete. On
Febuary 4 they will be back in the
Fieldhouse hosting St. Martins College
at 7:30 pm.

Sports in Brief
Loggers face weekend of Alaska competition: The men's basketball
team, coming from a 90-74 win over Sacramento State, will travel to battle
Alaska-Fairbanks on Friday and Alaska-Anchorage on Saturday.
UPS women's
Lady Loggers hit the road for two big contests:
Basketball goes up north for two district battles this weekend. On Friday night, the
Loggers invade Bellingham for a 7:30 pm game with the always-tough Western
Washington Vikings. Then on Saturday they travel for a match-up with Simon
Fraser.
Loggers look to hit qualifying marks at Washington State Open:
The Logger swim teams are poised for the Washington State Open this Friday,
Saturday and Sunday. the meet is one of the Loggers' last chances for hitting
qualifying marks for the NAIA National Championships March 4-7.

THIS WEEK IN PUGET SOUND ATHLETICS:
Away
Men's Basketball vs. Alaska-Fairbanks
FRI:
Women's Basketball vs. Western Washington Away
Away
M/W Swimming at Washington State Open
Away
MJW Skiing at Whistler/B lackcomb B.C.
FRI-SAT:
Away
Men's Tennis at Portland Invitational
Away
Men's Basketball vs. Alaska-Anchorage
SAT:
Away
Women's Basketball vs. Simon Fraser
Away
M/W Swimming at Washington State Open
M/W Swimming at Washington State Open Away
SUN:

9:30PM
7:30PM
2:00PM
All Day
6:00PM
8:30PM
7:00PM
10:00PM
10:00PM

A Look Around the Great Northwest Conferenc..
Eastern Montana
MetroState

PUGET SOUND
Seattle Pacific
Alaska-Anchorage
Alaska-Fairbanks

GNC
3- 1
3-1
2-1
1 -2
0-2
0-2

OVERALL
14 - 6
11-6
5-10
8-7
15 - 5
5 - 16

Crew lands wi"n
By Brent Grisim
Though the crew team is not yet on UFS
the water they've already won their first
race: on an erg. Last Saturday at the
Seattle Center House ergometer races.
The men's light four beat out SPU in a
2,000 m sprint with a time of 7:13.
Kristin Sandvik also placed high,
pulling a 4th place in the tough
individual women's event. Paul
i FEEL, &OOD 1WY
Stamnes said that the crew came to
WbN!R ¶IE/
MiSa
'Ergomania' to "Compare ourselves to
R41 AM EGO-METER!"
other rowers and test our power and
strength."
L.
National Team kept the competition
The race was held on a sophisticated
Concept II rowing machine, or erg.
level high. Chancl 7 covered the event
ROwCN from the U of W zjnd the
as wcll.
90
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Teams face Open
By Kathy Hedges

The UPS women came home with
four first place finishes. Freshman Jill
Rutledge placed first in the 800 freestyle
On Saturday, January 24, both the
(9:28.36) and the 100 butterfly
UPS men's and women's swim teams
(1:06.17). Sue Bendle, freshman, won
had a slight disadvantage against the
the 400 individual medley (5:11.34) and
University of British Columbia. Both
the 400 freestyle (4:32.68).
UBC men's and women's teams had
This weekend both the men's and
divers adding to the teams score. The
women's teams will travel to Seattle to
UPS men were defeated 66-3 8 and the
compete in the Washington State Open.
women were defeated 84-26.
The meet is held at the University of
The men were able to pull two first
Washington. On Friday January 30 the
places. Freshman Gavin Didricksen
meet begins at 2 pm. On Saturday and
placed first in the 50 freestyle with a
25.19. In the 100 breast stroke Sunday, January 31 and February 1, the
meet will begin at 10 am and again at 2
sophmore John Winkler placed first with
pm.
a 1:08.83.

IM Welcomes Season
the game either prior to or immediately
after. Officials will be provided for
The Intramural Department would like playoff contests by the IM Department.
Also, to help teams plan on playoff
to welcome everyone back to school.
times,
the playoff schedule will be
With the beginning of the new semester
printed
and posted within the first two
begins another exciting season of
weeks
of
the season. A weekly league
intramural activities. They trudy hope
standings
printout will be posted to let
you take advantage of the opportunities
everyone
know
where they stand. Both
provided for recreational sport.
of
the
printouts
will be posted outside
The first manager's meeting for
the
IM
office
(second
level of the
Ultimate Frisbee and Basketball was
Fieldhouse--southeast
corner).
Wednesday. All teams were required to
If there are any questions, call or stop
have a representative at the meeting.
by
the IM office between 8:00 am and
As policy from the previous
5:00
pm.
semesters, officials are provided through
the teams themselves and will off

By IM Department
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Gi*ants' unjust win takes cake
By David Harlan
The New York Giants beat the
Denver Broncos 39-20 last Sunday.
Everyone knows that. What you might
not know is that they didn't actually
win the game, it was given to them.
The New York Gaints did not deserve to
win the Super Bowl.
How could the Broncos possibly
have deserved to be champions of the
NFL?
The first and most obvious
justification for asking this question is
that the Broncos indeed got the shit
kicked out of them Sunday in the Rose
Bowl. Second, they lost three more
games than the Giants in the regular
season. Finally, the oddsmakers had
predicted the blow-out which occurred
and threse experts are supposed to know
of such things.
The explanation for each of the
previous facts comes from the league
regulated cake walk which the Giants
had throughout the regular season. The
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at 100% and had to go without others
Giants were not required to deal with
injuries, because they really didn't play
altogether. This was not the case for the
any games.
Giants. Thus, the Giants took the
Super Bowl easily.
The Broncos had to fight for their
wins and had some key injuries. The
The Giants went to 13 regular season
Broncos were forced to play players not games and thanked each team as it
folded deferentially to its obvious
superior. They lost two games for
appearance's sake.
But, these only account for fifteen
games. Their sixteenth regular season
game was an anomaly in this
choreocranhed New York Giants
season that occurred when the Giants
played the Denver Broncos in the ear]
part of the season
The Giants of course expected the
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THE CELLAR. . . NO ONE
HAS EVER THROWN UP
FROM OUR FOOD!

David Harlan is a sophomore historyl
computer science major and avid Denver
Broncos fan. He has lived in Denver all
of his life and cried when the Broncos
lost the 1978 Super Bowl to the Dallas
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WE TAKE CASH, CHECK,
AND NORDSTROM CARDS

Broncos to surrender deferentially as per
the Broncos' orders from the NFL
offices. The Broncos did no such thing.
They fought New York valiantly only
to lose by one point.
What more could one expect from a
team which was under the pressure of
openly defying league orders by playing
a good game against the team which the
league was giving the Super Bowl to?
Finally, the oddsmakers knew about
the Giants fix early in the season. So
they knew that the team would be fresh
going into the Bowl and they could
favor them on this basis alone.
Obviously, Super Bowl XXI would
have been much different if the Giants
had been forced to play for their regular
season record. They would have had
injuries, slumps, off days, and three or
four more losses. They would have
been as tired as the Broncos going into
the Bowl, and the game would have
been much closer. But Denver would
have won because they have heart and
guts and determination and the greatest
fans in the world.
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Alaska Sightseeing
Tours
the summer in

Alaska
There will be a presentation on February 5 at 12:00 and 4:00 pm.
Please contact the Career Development Center for the location and
listen to us describe our summer Tour Guide positions. Please
attend to learn about the excitement and salary rewards of working
in Alaska this summer.

to Eervce
sears or cder di a cean cdving record,
—Paic airfare :o from Alaska
—No Previous expedence necessary. if you like vorkn wdh people please see us.
—lnten.uews on February 17, 18
More information in Placement Center,
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See Pat run

Task Force gives
Yuppie argument
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Staff Editorial

AS WELL AS
ORAL RBE?m!!

During Tuesday's senate meeting many students had the chance to
listen to the Budget Task Force's reasons for a tuition increase. While
the committee made a convincing argument for what seems to be a
specific need to raise tuition, some arguments need to be looked at
more closely. Underneath all the fancy talk there are some common
fallacies which are being ignored.
At the meeting, students were informed that in order to increase
financial aid it is important to raise tuition. Why do people need
financial aid? Because they cannot afford the tuition as it stands. This
circular argument immediately brings to mind the images in the novel
Catch-22. Figures are available which point to revenues from
investments, endowments, and other resources that total well over four
million dollars. Question-what does this money go toward?
Still another piece of information doled out to the students concerned
the need to increase tuition in order to better the buildings around
campus. One question was brought up by a student - does this include
making them handicap accesible? According to Ray Bell, Financial
Vice-President, there are no plans to make the buildings accessible as
they are being renovated. Instead, when the university identifies
students with special needs, classes are rearranged to suit those
students. This is a far cry from assimilation.
Another argument hinged on raising tuition to gain a reputation for
the university. One wonders if we are headed toward raising tuition as
high as that of Bennington College's; their tuition is the highest in the
country. However, Bennington is virtually unheard of around here.
Where does their money go?
It seems to those who pay close attention to this issue that its
ramifications are far greater than the short term advantages that the
members of the Budget Task Force espouse. Who will be able to
afford this university in, say, ten years? Are we creating, by raising
the tuition, a homogeneous mix of white upper middle class students,
with a few token minorities in order to get the federal funding which
goes with the minorities?
We feel that this issue deserves more than just a cursory glance by
the students. More is at stake here than just our own personal tuition
increases. A profit only mentality is becoming more common in our
society. Puget Sound needs to take a look at the reason for a higher
education and see if the university is meeting that goal.
Meanwhile, it's time to go ask our parents for yet more money. And
hope that they don't have to mortgage the farm to get it.

Mike Korch? ... a good guy, but...

-

Let's hope ASUPS Senate takes its committee work more seriously
than Mike Korch has. According to members of the Student Media
Board, Mike has failed to attend any Student Media Board (SMB)
meetings since his election to senate in October.
Phone messages and memcs have been left with Mike, but for some
reason, Mike has failed to show up at any of the meetings. Mike has
missed at least four meetings.
It may be that Mike was unaware of the time and place of these
meetings, but in the final analysis, it was his duty to find out.
Whatever the reasons for his absences, Mike has failed to perform his
duty as a senator. If there were any unresolvable time conflicts, Mike
should have worked to be assigned to another committee.
Many times, the Trail is criticized for "harshing on" ASUPS Senate. In
the words of Harry Truman: "If you can't stand the heat, get out of the
kitchen." Senators, like programmers and even media types are expected
to do their job. It's our job to make sure others do their job.
ASUPS Senate is where decisions that affect many aspects of campus
life are made. Both the willingness of others to help implement these
decisions and the legitimacy of the decisions themselves deteriorate
when senators don't do their jobs.
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It would never happen here!
By Dexter Van Zile
Hazing is a great problem throughout the nation, but thankfully we have no such
problem at Puget Sound.
Just imagine how horrible how it would be to wake up late at night or early in
the morning to the sound of whistles, buzzers, sirens, and bells being blared
throughout the residence of a greek letter organization.
Just imagine how awful it would be to see active members of a fraternity or
sorority walking around their house in a state of hypervigilance, acting as if they
had something to hide from their neighbors.
Thank god we can look Out our windows without being yelled at because there is
something in our back yard that someone doesn't want us to see.
Thank god all fraternities and sororities hold at the forefront pillars of sound
values and justice and impart these values to pledges who would not tolerate
hazing. Thank God IFC pays more than lipservice to its stated policy of no hazing.
There is truly reason to rejoice.
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Hint to readers: this piece is not sarcastic
By Amy Stephenson
Two letters in this weeks batch refer to the editorial we ran in December
"supporting" President Reagan in the Iran/Contra affair. The author of one letter
also wrote to us for the last issue in December. All three letters express extreme
righteous indignation at our professed intent to suppress all dissenting letters.
That makes some sense, because if we had been in earnest about this policy we
would effectively have been denying the right of students to express their opinions
while upholding our own. But I hope that by now readers have realized that this
editorial was facetious. I've spoken with several people and reassured them we were
indeed joking, trying to make a point by sarcastically seeming to make its
opposite. It would surprise me if the student body of UPS didn't recognize sarcasm
when they saw it -- or, it would have, until we printed that editorial.

Letters to the editor
Go, staff'
ODE TO THE STAFF
A roaring round of applause should go
to the University of Puget Sound Staff.
The Staff includes all those people who
do the work that keeps this place
running. Their behind-the-scenes efforts
often go unmentioned and/or unappreciated.
The upcoming Centennial Celebration
would be nowhere without the efforts of
many members of our hard-working
Staff. Inadvertently, they've been left out
of a recent Trail article. I apologize for
the oversight to the Staff who should be
added to the list of LEAST
APPRECIATED PEOPLE, right behind
MOM!
Lisa North
P.S. Excuse my delayed response, but
I didn't have the name to respond
personally to the very observant staff
member who brought my attention to
the matter.

Rabble roused
I really liked your implication that I
am a part of the staff of The Radical
Insight. I liked it so much I may now
go join "those radical, 'liberalised'
rabble-rousers", just because the Trail
suggested it.
I also wanted to say that I am not
"T000 confused", as you headlined my
last letter. I am not struck with

Letters to the editor
should be submitted by noon
on Tuesday for Thursday
publication. Letters should
be typewritten, less than 300
words in length, and we will
not correct any spelling,
punctuation, or grammatical
errors.

confusion when a newspaper denies me
the right to rouse rabble, especially
when the rabble should be roused, as is
so over this Iran incident.
It's pretty obvious the Trail believes
"democracy would be considered ... more
pleasant". And there's more to free press
than printing cuss words.
Please don't tell me you think Kelly
Vornacka is showing support. I find it
hard to believe Trail staff don't
recognize sarcasm, even if it is in print.
Maybe sometime during the spring
semester I'll rouse some rabble and the
Trail will have some real news to print.
Still liberalised, still "rabble",
Sarnantha Kahn

Spokane man
sounds off
Through an acquaintance who attends
Puget Sound, I have just heard about
your recent editorial on the Iran-Contra
affair and your announced letters policy
on that subject. As both a working
journalist (I am a writer for The
Spokesman-Review
and Spokane
Chronicle newspapers) and a recent
college graduate (Northwetern
University's Medill School of
Journalism, Class of '86), I am appalled
by your arrogance and profoundly
disturbed by your attitude.

Even without knowing the editorial policies underlying this past semester of the
Trail or knowing much about the people who comprise the editorial board, readers
should have known not all was in earnest when we referred to the Reagan
administration as "moral" or gave the old argument that governmental logic is
beyond our question because they have access to information that we "just don't
have." The placement of this editorial next to an extremely satirical cartoon on the
subject, after our front page featured articles about the whole scandal, should have
also been indicators of our intentions. Would it have been consistent with our
professed editorial policy to print that cartoon?
Sarcasm can be used in writing to prove a point that wouldn't have quite the
same effect expressed in a straightforward manner. The danger of it, apparently, is
that less careful readers will take the view expressed as an earnest opinion. Whether
this says more about the expression of sarcasm or about the attitude of the
accepting and believing reader is anybody's guess.

I have no quarrel with the opinions
expressed in your editorial, although I do
not agree with them. But by announcing
that, to discourage an "anti -a uthori ty "
attitude, you would not print any letters
in response to your editorial, you
committed several wrongs against the
freedom of expression. To wit:
1) When did criticizing the government become dangerous, so dangerous
that such criticism must be kept out of
even the letters column of a weekly
college paper? I seem to recall that the
freedom to dissent was one of the
foudations upon which this country was
built, and that said freedom was one of
the biggest distinctions between
ourselves and Communist dictatorships
(the same dictatorships the Reagan
Administration so vehemently opposes).
Has that changed somewhere along the
line and I just didn't notice?
2) By stating that, while some of your
readers might disagree with your
editorial, they had no right to respond,
you implied that their opinions did not
count because they were in the minority.
This attitude is directly contrary to both
American democracy, which values the
individual above the group, and
independent thought. Were the millions
of Americans who voted against Ronald
Reagan in 1984 "disloyal" or
"anti-authority?" Should we do away
with the elections altogether, since they
are patently divisive of national opinion?
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In a personal interview with Dick Fritz, it was disclosed to us by the Dickster that
if anyone, even Terrel, puts any butter on an item to be toasted and burns out the
"element" (Mr. Fritz gets technical), it'll be no more toast for us students.
So please, for your own sake, the sake of your neighbors, and the sake of the
Common Freshman Experience, toast dryly.
Readers who remember Matt & Steve's letters from last
semester will be delighted to learn that the two are now regular
Trail columnists.

3) Finally, by refusing to print letters
on a topic of legitimate public interest
and discussion, you essentially halted the
free flow of ideas and information which
is, to my mind, the primary function of
newspapers and other media. You laid
down your opinion as gospel truth and
then denied anyone the chance to
question it. Every day in my paper's
letters column readers express views with
which I strongly disagree. Nevertheless,
their opinions are just as legitimate as
mine and they have just as much right to
express them as I do my own. Your
callous action, however, adds more
weight to the cynic's dictum that "A free
press belongs to the man who owns
one."
Of course, you are free to fill your
columns with whatever material you
wish. But while you may have no legal
obligation to print opposing views, you
certainly have a moral one, and you have
failed to fulfill it. If any of you intend to
pursue careers in journalism, I sincerely
hope you do a little more thinking about
the roles and responsibilities of a free
press before you launch yourselves out
among the rest of us.
Since this letter, by your own policy,
will not appear in the pages of the Trail,
I would request that you send me your
thoughts on this subject. My card is
enclosed.
Sincerely,
Drew DeS ilver

Editor's note: We have mailed a copy
of the offending editorial to Mr.
DeSilver, so that he might read it for
himself. For further discussion of the
editorial, please see the piece at the top
of this page. Readers who are not
familiar with the article in question are
advised to find a copy and read it for
themselves if they are curious about the
matter. And, yes, we do welcome YOUT
cards and letters.
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Budget

continued from page 9

continued from pagewho plays Buzz, must shout, writhe
along the floor, pace madly along the
stage and do whatever he has to do to
convince the audience that he is changing
into this animal. He performs this very
well.

Information about the proposed budget
is available from R.A.s and senators.
Students with concerns about the budget
should notify Dean Dodson, President
Phibbs, or Ray Bell by Feb. 10.
The budget will be presented to the
Board of Trustees during their Feb. 13
meeting for approval.
In other business, Steve Emery
revealed that Pepsi has offered incentives
for the Cellar to sell its products.
Puget Sound National Bank has
offered to assume half the cost to install
a cash machine on campus. It may be
installed next fall.
Most of the audience had already filed
out when Ch2Lrman Jill Nishi concluded
the meeting at 7:50.

Crash

The only problem I saw in the play
was that I thought there could be a better
transition from the 1st scene, where the
radio announcer speaks, to the moment
where the characters are taken captive
Despite the fact that the announcer
opened the play with a brief monologue
of introduction, I still found it difficult
to see whether the people were actually
taken to another planet or whether it was
simply a radio movie ( which it was).
Buzz Gatecrasher and the Cosmic
Riddle runs from January 16 -31 . Don't
go crazy with claustrophobic frustration
on an empty Friday or Saturday night!
Go see Buzz Gatecrasher. It is a play
worth seeing

-

continued from page 9

his constant analyzing of their
personality
Another aspect of the play that I
particularly enjoyed was the acting. The
character roles were performed quite
convincingly. One scene in which the
skill of the actor is well demonstrated is
the scene in which Buzz takes a pill in
order to become a primitive animal . He
does this so that he may take the
Emperor by surprise in order to provide
means of escape. Joe Donovan , the actor

one of them to be a mouse, but some of
the "animals" defied description.
After we ordered our pizza, we moved
down to the beverage counter to get our
pop, and from there we could see the
bubbles cascading from a machine on the
ceiling. They were right above the
rotating mirrored ball of disco legend,
which reminded me curiously of the
roller rink I freqeented when I was
twelve.
As the organist swung into a
schmaltzier version of Whitney
Houston's "Greatest Love of All" (bet
you didn't think that was possible),
brightly colored lights flashed around the
room, temporarily blinding customers
who sat in awkwardly placed seats. The
organist announced a few lucky birthday
celebrants, one of whom was there for
her sixteenth. Thanks, Mom and Dad.
The brighter lights went off as we
found our seats and waited for our
number to appear on the board. Thus, we

were deluded into choosing a table with
an excellent view of a bright yellow
light, but it only took me three
blindings to avoid looking there. I
turned my attention instead to a film
screen that was lowered to show Woody
Woodpecker cartoons to the organist's
accompaniment.
Tiring of the cartoons, I decided to
inspect the bathrooms and was sorely
disappointed. As I returned, I passed the
party room, which is festively decorated
in early plywood. It looked drab
compared to the rest of the
establishment, but then so would
Versailles.
I declined to visit Aunt Susi's Gift
Shop, but did read the flyer to discover
that she offered candy, party supplies,
and (of course) music lessons on guitar
and piano.
I came back to our table under the
right rear balcony area, which creaked
ominously above us every time someone
as large as a seven-year-old walked on it.
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Honors Fil Series
African Queen-Feb 12
Based on the C.S. Forester novel, The
African Queen is one of the most popular
and critically acclaimed motion pictures of all
time. The story, set in turbulent German East
Africa during World War I, stars Humphrey
Bogart in his only Oscar-winning role as the
unshaven, unheroic, hard-drinking skipper of a
sleazy steamer,'The African Queen." In
addition to navigating treacherous rapids,
outrunning German gunboats plus facing down
malaria and insects, Charlie Allnut (Bogart)
must contend with the prim sister of a
missionary, Rose Sayer (Katharine Hepburn),
who is forced by fate to travel with him.
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Panavision Technicolor!
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Little Big Man-Feb 26
Sole survivor of Custer's
Big Horn Jack Crabb pl
brave, mule skinner, town
gunfighter... these are just
amazing characterizations
brilliantly by Dustin Hoffm
Man.
49
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with Humphry Bogart and Katherine Hepburn

A UNIVERSAL Picture
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Out of Africa-Jan 30,31, Feb 1
A beautifully composed love story directed by
Sydney Pollack, Out of Africa stars Meryl
Streep and Robert Redford in two of the most
gifted performances of their careers. Based
on Isak Dinesen's book which takes place on a
Kenyan coffee farm in the early part of this
century, Out of Africa is an eloquent,
splendidly photographed memoir of Dinesen's
(Streep) love affair with an elusive, free
spirited pioneer (Redford). It is a very
personal and unique love story as well as a
precise and knowing look at differing cultures.
Klaus Maria Brandauer provides a dramatic
vision as the out of touch husband. The movie
won Oscars for Best Director and Best Movie
of the year in 1985.

Out of Africa
Romance at its best-mystery, intrigue, natives, the whole nine yards.
Presents some good ole English imperialism. A definative must:
Meryl Streep is in it.
Mr. Smith goes to WashingtonClassic Jimmy Stewart: Mr. Smith is a hero, although often comical,
that we can all believe in.
The Paper ChaseEvery college student should see this flick, especially people caught up
in the ratrace of academic credentials. It is much more direct than its
sentimental TV series.
BrazilThis one reeks with symbolism. Modern bureaucracy at its extreme...
but have no fear: the plumber saves him, yet ultimately is devoured
in adhesive paper. See it.
Educating Rita is a touching story. It allows one to explore the
possibility of reaching beyond any assumed limits.
Danny McCrea

Educating Rita-Feb 5
Michael Caine (Deathtrap) stars in this
warm-hearted, ingratiating comedy as an
alcoholic and disillusioned academian who
reluctantly undertakes the education of a
brassy and uneducated hairdresser. As this
delightful and witty comedy progresses, acute
perceptions are revealed about the British
working class, academic worlds, and human
relations. In her film debut Julie Walters gives
a well crafted, Oscar-nominated performance.

Lucas-Feb 19
Fourteen-year-old Lucas is not like the other
kids at school. Everything changes for this
shy, studious loner when he falls in love with
the beautiful new girl in town. The two
become close friends during an idyllic
summer, but it is Lucas's protective pal, the
gentle captain of the football team, who wins
her heart when school begins. In a desperate
attempt to impress Maggie, Lucas tries out for
the teaml Corey Haim gives a performance
that is truly unforgettable as the sensitive
young man who risks his pride and his neck for
love. In the warm and humorous tradition of
My Body Guard and Breaking Away,
Lucas is an uplifting movie about the joys and
heartaches of growing up.
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Eleni-Mar 12
Based on his 1983 best-selling book Eleni.
Nicholas Gage (John Malkovich) spends years
researching the life and death of his mother,
Eleni Gatzoyiannis, who was killed 30 years
ago. Eleni was organizing the escape of her
children, to the United States, from her native
village during Greece's bitter civil war; when
she was discovered by Greek communist
guerillas and executed for her actions.
Determined to find the men who had
condemned his mother, Nicholas returns to
Greece for retribution.
tand at Little
opted Indian
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Little Big
Out of Africa
I've seen it four times, and I'll see it again. The scenery is
beautiful and the story was moving.
Emerald Forest
It has an interesting twist at the end about modern day
society. I liked it, but my parents didn't.
Eleni
This film is intriguing from a historical perspective. It makes
you think about the rational for killing.
-Mimi Dega
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I developed an interest in the cinema as an art, rather
than merely an entertainment, formed some what late in life,
but the interest is now a raging one and I think anyone who has
not begun to acquire this passion is missing a wonderful and
rich experience.
The collection of films the Honors Program has chosen
for its spring '87 series is a spendid one, particularly for
anyone at the beginning stages of "cinema disease." I like
everything on the list but I must commend in particular four of
my great favorites. African Queen is simply splendid in
every way; I was disappointed with the acting in Out of
Africa but the photography is marvelous; Educating Rita
is a delightful romp; and Eleni, while a disappointing film in
my opinion, tells a beautiful and moving story--one which we
often forget in the tumult of daily headlines.
My congratulations to you for sponsoring a program of
this quality. It is a great service to the community.
Philip Phibbs

Mr. Smith goes to Washington-Mar 5
Jimmy Stewart plays a Boy Scout leader who
accidentally becomes a U.S. Senator.
Disgusted by the corruption in Washington, he
filibusters on the floor of the Senate,
delivering an emotional defense of freedom,
liberty, and justice that is one of the most
stirring scenes in movie history. Stewart
often mentions this as one of his
performances and many believe his Oscar a
year later for the Philadelphia Story was a
sort of guilt award by the academy.

most sensitive portrayals of growing up
tin several years. If you are tired of
ict the 20+ year old "brat pack" in
ex), friendship (and sex) and the meaning
s is an excellent choice. At no point
empts an honest glimpse into a
ur lives. The filmmakers are able to
nt struggle of learning to relate to other
•ng to a prolonged depiction of overactive
is the best description of the film, and
out growing up, the effort at honesty is

xceptinally versitile actor, his roles
e blind man in Places in the Heart
The Killing Fields. His work
3atesnian demonstrates his abilities in
as well.
Troy Gordon

Violets are Blue-Mar 26
Sissy Spacek stars as Gussie Sawyer, an
international photographer and an intrepid
camerawoman whose byline appears regularly
in major news magazines. She's risen to the
top of her profession, but at the cost of a
rewarding private life--one that would be
completed by a loving husband and bright
untroublesome children. While on vacation in
her hometown, Gussie falls in love again with
her former high school boyfriend (Kevin
Kline), and the plot unfolds into a good
old-fashioned love story.

A film so inspiring, it prompted my neighbor to finish her
degree after a fifteen year hiatus. Sort of a thinking persons
Back to School.
Lucas
A sensitive portrayal of the awkwardness of adolesence, this
film stands out from all of the other offerings about life in
high school; unfortunately lack of marketing dollars
prematurely relegated this film to video store shelves, where
happily, it is doing good business.
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While John Malkovich Killing Fields, Places in the
Heart is given top billing in this film, Kate Nelligan's role is
one of beauty, strength, and emotion that will be remembered
far more than her effort in Eye of the Needle. In my
opinion, she deserved best actress consideration, and would
probably have gotten it in another year when there wasn't as
much competition.
Semi Solidarios
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Slaughterhouse-Five-Apr 2

While I have not seen all of the movies in this spring's
Honor's Film Series, I think it is safe to say that the series is
a collection of brilliant films.
Educating Rita is really funny, clever piece. Julie
Walters is right on target as the bizzare Rita. Michael Caine's
protrayal of a rough, alcoholic professor also is worth noting.
ER offers insight into the "coming out" of a repressed woman
trying to be all that she can be.
Lucas was the surprise sleeper of last year. It made
Roger Ebert's Top 10 of the year, so it must be good. The
movie is a touching tale of a love triangle, in which the oh-too
common problem of dealing with watching your best friend
take the woman you love is explored.
Violets are Blue also reveals insights into the
problems of love. Sissy Spacek's character re-falls in love
with a high school sweetheart, who is now married and has
children. The chemistry between Spacek and Kevin Kline is
remarkable, and the energy they generate adds the extra
dimension that makes this a great film.
One of the finest action movies of the last few years is
Emerald Forest. What is so unusual about this movie is that
it is an intelligent action movie, unlike all the poop that we
have had to sit through lately. The film portrays the clash of
modern civilization with the ancient ways in the rainforests in
Brazil. It is a timely and powerful couple o(hours.
Not all the chemistry is remarkable, though.
Out of Africa is one of the most boring movies ever
to be released, never mind that it won the Oscar of Best
Picture. The plot moves along at a snail's pace! Out of
Africa also features a horribly bland performance by Mr.
No-Talent himself Robert Redford; and even though Meryl
Streep's work is adequate, absolutely no chemistry exists
between Redford and Streep. The only positive factor is the
scenery. One can look at pictures of Africa in a book,
however; and that is what I recommend doing.
Also, Brazil is a disaster! It was very fashionable to
like this movie last year, but I found it disjointed and
confusing. ZZZ!
Rich Underhill

La Dolce Vita-Apr 16
Federico Fellin is brilliant, Academy
Award-winning film exposes the decadent side
of Roman society as seen through the eyes of
a cynical journalist who attends parties and
orgies in search of sensational items for his
scandal sheet.

The production of Kurt Vonnegut
Jr.'s world-wide best selling
I,
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Slaughterhouse Five
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a hard-hitting satirical fantasy
centering around the
extraordinary life span of one
man--Billy Pilgrim. The first of
Vonnegut's books to reach the
screen, Slaughterhouse-five
tells how Billy can foretell the
exact moment of his own death,
and does; how he predicts the
crash of a passenger plane he's
on, and escapes; how he was in
Dresden, Germany when the Allied
fire bombing reduced the
defenseless city to rubble, and
survived; and how he goes on to
enjoy the sexiest night in outer
space with a beautiful Hollywood
starlet, and lives.
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Emerald Forest-Apr 9

A true story that is almost unbelievable,
Emerald Forest is for the most part a critique
of modernization. Moving to the Amazon Forests
to construct a dam, a family is devastated when
their young son is kidnapped by a native tribe
that resides deep in the forests. But viewers
should take note that the film is not so much the
story of a father's effort to find his son as it is a
defense of primitivism in the face of a modern
consciousness that destroys nature for human
exploitation. Scenes in which the tribal societies
encounter modern construction sites and modern
weapons draw a stark contrast between those we
consider uncivilized, who are content to live
peacefully as a connected part of the nauraI
world, and those we consider civilized, yet v'ho
rape the environment under the pretense of
progress and modernization.
Troy Gordon

HE
SURVIVED
THE
DEADUEST
DAY
ON
EARTH!
The Paper Chase-Apr 23

This poweful drama is a realistic and
engrossing portrayal of academic life.
Timothy Bottoms stars as a first-year
Harvard law student who strives to maintain
his alt-important grade point in the
competitive grind, while holding on to his
personal integrity. He romances Lindsay
Wagner, whose father is the intimidating,
intolerant law professor (Oscar-winner John
House man) Bottoms is trying to impress.
Houseman went on to lead the cast in a
syndicated series of the same name.

THEATRE

Brazil-Apr 30
A man's life is quickly changed when a
computer's typographical error, caused by a
dead fly dropping into its works, changes a
man's name. The innocent man is led away by
police in what looks like a large canvas bag,
never to be seen again. The real culprit is
temporarily free; the plot weaves a
combination of numorous episodes showing a
new bureaucratic society in the futuristic age.
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